
Dear Guests
A hearty welcome to you

On the land and in the sphere of Shin and Shakti
and the temple „Gangeshvaralinga“ of
VAIŚHVIK MAHAŚHAKTĪŚVAR YOGIRAJ

SHIN SHIVA SVAYAMBHU BAIRAVANATH

This Land and Temple - a place of real meeting with the divine world,
with a unique energy and many mysteries, is built and established for the
wellbeing of the earth and all beings and, as an universal centre of free
peace, invites all peoples. Once you have experienced it you will not be
able to forget this place and the temple.
This sanctuary has been created for all true pilgrims and spiritual pupils.

The place and some rules

It is appropriate in this place dedicated to God to follow some
spiritual rules.
We would like to ask all big and little guests very earnestly, please
respect them.
It is also for your joy if we clearly hold to these guideline.
All work takes place in a pure, free and friendly relationship.

● See how nature gives us abundance of beauty! Divine mother in her
great wisdom has woven all creatures together in harmony.

● How many gifts we receive our whole life long from the divine
goodness of Shiva. To remember this once more is for our well being.

● For our part we want to take care that we do not disturb this manifold
unity of the ecological system. But we want to help to preserve and
to increase the harmony.

● For our well being and contemplation of free peace we need silence,
considerateness and cheerful calm. So we endeavor then not to call
out loudly, not to speak unnecessarily or to move around hastily.

● During the building phase of the temple, the whole temple area may
only  be  accessed  when  accompanied  by  the  host  VAIŚHVIK
MAHAŚHAKTĪŚVAR YOGIRAJ SHIN SHIVA SVAYAMBHU BAIRAVANATH,
or someone authorised by him.

● Children are very welcome - we would like to ask the parents to
supervise them so that the quiet and peaceful atmosphere of the place
is ensured. Please do not bring any of the modern distractions such
as CDs, DVDs, Walkman or games.

● Please avoid loud conversations during meal times. It is the gift of
creation that we take in!

● Please choose appropriate clothing (that covers) in the house and in
the  grounds.  For  seminars  with  VAIŚHVIK  MAHAŚHAKTĪŚVAR
YOGIRAJ SHIN SHIVA SVAYAMBHU BAIRAVANATH, please wear
exclusively white clothing.



● Smoking and consuming alcohol are strictly forbidden anywhere on
the grounds.

● We ask for punctuality and reliability for meal times, meditations,
seminars, pujas and festivities.

● Please do not pluck any leaf, flower or fruit. They are protected and
cultivated by our friends and co-workers.

● Please keep to the prepared pathways and places.

● If you wish to take photographs, movies or recording please ask
the guardian of this place. Perhaps as an exception, this may be
permitted.

● Listening to private music is not permitted in the temple area.
Listening to private music is possible in the houses and in the grounds
but only with headphones.

● Please do not throw away any rubbish. For this the litterbins have
been provided.

● Access to the house of VAIŚHVIK MAHAŚHAKTĪŚVAR YOGIRAJ SHIN
SHIVA SVAYAMBHU BAIRAVANATH is only allowed after arrangement
with a member of the team.
We wish for silence and tidiness around the house.

● Night rest starts at 10pm.

● Office hours will be announced. Please do not disturb the work in the
office outside of these times.

● Please do not enter the kitchen area or private places of the staff.

● We would like to ask you to switch off the warm water heater in the
bathroom during the day to prevent damage to the heating system
during power failure.

● Bathing in Mother Ganga should be seen as a holy act. Please use
appropriate clothing.
As bathing in the Ganga can be life threatening, please only bathe if
a member of staff is present.

● For your own security, we would like to ask you not to leave the
grounds alone at night because there are leopards and wild boar in
the area.

● For all undertakings and specific work, Dilbar Singh Parihar, as
secretary of the SHIN SHIVA CHARITABLE TRUST is responsible
solely to SHIN SHIVA. Apart from the above mentioned, no-one,
neither Indian, nor people from other lands, whoever they may
be, is justified in giving any kind of instructions.

Thanks and blessings
VAIŚHVIK MAHAŚHAKTĪŚVAR YOGIRAJ
SHIN SHIVA SVAYAMBHU BAIRAVANATH



At the door of SHIVALAND / Bhairava Nagar

Stay here a while and be silent.

You see a door in front of you.
This door can mean very much to you.

It could perhaps be your door, which you see.

Even if you think that you have found everything. It could
nevertheless be your door to heaven.

Through this door you enter into an area of silence and peace.

Remain here for a while before you enter.

Come to inner calm and listen to your breath, until the breathing
rhythm becomes deeper and more relaxed.

Free yourself from your personal cares and emotions.

During the time of your visit try to be wholly in the presence.

Be here and now.
This instant is important.

The better you succeed in this, the more you are able to receive
the blessings of this place and the divine presence.

Be heartily welcome in the land and domain of Shiva and Shakti.

The harmony of such a secret place ‘SHIVA-SHAKTI DHAM’ is
developed through the exemplary manner of living of its
guardian and co-workers.

Also the place is influenced by what the student and visitors
bring with them.

Many visitors from India and abroad have expressed their
wonder at the beauty and the enchantment of the landscape and
they were astonished at the special divine vibration of this place.
Many have spoken about their deep experience.

This is connected with presence and blessings of Mahadeva. It
is increased through the silent loyalty and faithfulness of the
friends of God.

Through your care, sensitivity and inwardness honorable guests,
you also bring a gift to this place, so we request you to accept
the following with good will, then everyone can contribute to the
peace and harmony in the world. It is good to begin with this in
such a consecrated place.



BHAIRAVA TEMPLE
The Flaming Heart

You are standing in front of the temple of Bhairava. Please
remain standing here a while as it is a house of God. We don’t go
inside, for we don’t yet know how we might do this. If you wish
to enter the temple ask beforehand one of the guardians or
co-workers who will gladly help you. In any case we always
remove our shoes first. Please do not touch the Murti. Thank you.

Who is Bhairava?

Bhairava is the highest and most all-embracing revelation of Para
Shiva. Being the truth He is the most terrifying God for all the
enemies of Gods and human. He has the power to overcome all
enmities and whatever has fallen out of the divine wholeness.
Kala Bhairava is the great God in His most hidden inwardness.

Where can He be found?

In the temple of your heart you can find Him. He is the most
all-encompassing but for the human beings the most near and
intimate. It is said that His kingdom and palace are the heart of
the Universe.

Shiva is in highest aspect is Para Shiva is designated as being the
highest God even for the highest Gods and none of these could
have ever seen the entire entity and identity. He is the first and
eternal spring of creation. He is a three-fold unity. In the three
syllables of the name are concealed the three modes of action.

BHA He is the Lord of engendering, birth,
  and all good creation.

I He is the brilliant seed moving through space,
  time and through the three worlds. It is also the
  ray of the light of consciousness.

RA He is the Lord of transformation and acceleration
  of evolution and withdrawal.

VA He is the way of life, the protector of life and the
  mover of life.

We honour Him and seek Him out for help in liberating us from
sins, illness and all hindrances. Even in the most hopeless cases
of black magic, He is the one who with certainty can heal but
whoever has no truth or love in the heart should be careful.


